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Although the EU remains fully committed to phasing
out animal testing, a recent European Commission
report has shown that animals are still used in areas
such as skin irritation and serious eye damage.
This is despite the fact that these are areas where alternative methods have reached regulatory acceptance.
By 2018, more than 2.2 million animals have been used
in new tests authorised under the EU framework for
evaluating and restricting chemicals (REACH).
The recently unveiled Chemicals strategy wants to
turn the tide on this trend by fostering multidisciplinary research and digital innovation in order to reduce
dependency on animal testing.
In this Event Report, EURACTIV explores the steps
that need to be taken in order to achieve the EU’s goal
of having an animal-free science.
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EU’s chemicals strategy
to face animal-testing test
B y G e r a r d o F o r t u n a | E U R A C T I V. c o m

In 2017, over 230,000 animal tests were carried out in the EU to satisfy
requirements under the regulation for evaluating and authorising
chemicals (REACH). [SHUTTERSTOCK/ARTFULLY PHOTOGRAPHER]

T

he unveiling of the EU’s
chemicals strategy has sparked
mixed reactions on whether
it could act as a catalyst for phasing
out animal tests or instead increase
reliance on them.

were carried out in the EU to satisfy
requirements under the regulation for
evaluating and authorising chemicals
(REACH), as EU legislation has not
excluded testing on animals as a last
resort.

Presented in October, the chemicals
strategy is intended as a first step
towards a zero pollution ambition for
a toxic-free environment as part of the
European Green Deal.

Although the publication of the
strategy has been seen in general
as a positive development, some
lawmakers are worried about the lack
of specific references and clear goals
for phasing out animal testing and
promoting alternative methods.

The strategy also emphasises
the need to foster multidisciplinary
research and digital innovations,
methods and models, and data
analysis capacities to move away from
animal testing.
In 2017, over 230,000 animal tests

“There is quite a concern that
the proposed chemicals strategy
may result in a lot more animal
testing and less commitment,” said
the chair of European Parliament’s

Industry Committee (ITRE), Romanian
lawmaker Cristian-Silviu Bușoi.
Speaking at the annual conference
of the European Partnership for
Alternative Approaches to Animal
Testing
(EPAA),
the
Christian
Democrat MEP urged the European
institutions to move quickly away
from outdated testing requirements.
“The Green Deal requires us to
totally change the paradigm and look
at the models of the future, not of
yesterday,” he stressed.
According to him, ingredient safety
assessments without animal data must
be accepted when based on sound
science, greater human relevance and
Continued on Page 5
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when they have a better rationale for
protecting human health.
In a recent interview with
EURACTIV, another centre-right
MEP, Finland’s Sirpa Pietikäinen,
pointed out that the Commission’s
proposal needs to be amended in the
Parliament to speed up the pace of
moving away from animal testing.

OPTIMISM OF THE
SCIENCE
To freely paraphrase the Italian
philosopher Antonio Gramsci, the
pessimism of politics opposes the
optimism of science when it comes
to the chemicals strategy’s capacity to
make the science world animal-free.
Scientists appear to have high
hopes for the strategy.
For Maurice Whelan, head of
the EU’s reference laboratory for
alternatives to animal testing (EURLECVAM) at the Commission’s Joint
Research Centre (JRC), the blueprint
represents a great opportunity for the
extensive use of alternative methods.
“Alternative approaches will be an
absolute necessity to achieve many of
the key objectives in this strategy,” he
said during the EPAA event.
According to Whelan, putting
together more information on the
health effects of chemicals will
require simplifying the processes for
the assessment across the different
sectors involved.
This would be impossible to
achieve with current approaches that
are solely based on animal tests. “It’s

not the case of whether we shift to
alternatives rather of how and how
fast we’ll do it,” he said.

the 3 R’s,” said Environment
Commissioner Virginijus Sinkevičius
in his introductory remarks.

Likewise, the vice-president for
global product stewardship at the
global corporation Procter & Gamble
(P&G), Patrick Masscheleyn, said
that, if the strategy requires more
chemicals to be assessed, regulators
and industry need to do it faster and
in a more cost-effective way, which
could favour the uptake of alternative
testing.

The “3 Rs” concept – on
Replacement,
Reduction
and
Refinement of animal testing – was
introduced 60 years ago by scientists
W.M.S. Russel and R.L. Burch in their
seminal work on ‘The Principles of
Human Experimental Technique’.

The strategy also aims to shift away
from animal testing by developing
common standards and innovative
risk assessment tools internationally,
notably with the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD).

Since
then,
the
scientific
community, NGOs, politicians, and
the public have espoused the concept
and developed it further.
After 15 years of existence, the
EPAA platform has tried to bring
together the EU executive and the
private sector in order to facilitate
the acceptance of new approach
methodologies to animal testing.

“There are reasons to be optimistic
worldwide,” said Anna Lowit,
senior science advisor at the US
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), mentioning the fact that
scientists have never had this many
models and approaches.

To spread the use of alternatives to
animal testing, the EPAA also awards
grants and prizes for researchers and
students, such as the 3Rs Science
Prize.

“There are fantastic opportunities,
it’s just a matter of taking them,” she
concluded.

This year, the award went to postdoctoral researcher Vivian Meraviglia
for her work using 3D ‘mini’ hearts
from human induced pluripotent
stem cells.

PROMOTING 3 R’S
All the panellists stressed the
importance of cooperation between
industry, politicians and academia
to complete the path of phasing out
animal tests.
“It is very important to continue
the dialogue with all stakeholders,
and use all the initiatives to promote

Her work represents an innovative
in vitro model of the human heart that
is well suited for studying disease,
drug responses and cardiotoxicity
without involving animals.
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IN TERVIEW

Animal testing inefficiency is a fact
and must be asserted, says MEP
B y G e r a r d o F o r t u n a | E U R A C T I V. c o m

Finnish MEP Sirpa Pietikäinen addressing the European Parliament’s
plenary in Strasbourg. [EP/ENGEL]

P

olicymakers
have
the
responsibility to shift the debate
about alternatives to animal
testing, moving away from the current
narrative which pits safety risks for
humans against animal ethics, an MEP
has told EURACTIV.
A strong EU policy for the protection
of animals used for scientific purposes
was put forward 10 years ago now.
However, animals are still required
to be used systematically for testing

chemicals and in clinical trials, the
European Commission has shown in a
recent report.
Finnish lawmaker Sirpa Pietikäinen
from centre-right European People’s
Party (EPP) has been a lawmaker in the
European Parliament since 2008 and
has always been deeply engaged in the
animal welfare cause.
“I take my role very seriously on this
issue as I’m in a privileged position,”

she told EURACTIV referring to the
fact she is in constant contact with
scientists who are developing and
using alternative methodologies such
as stem cells and artificial organs.
She argued that it is up to
policymakers to take the discussion on
animal-free science to the public and
media as they have access to this sort
of first-hand knowledge, unlike many
in the wide public.

Continued on Page 7
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Citing her talks with patient
movements, she said she found that
they raise legitimate concerns about
the risks of preventing new research
in fields like cancer treatment or
neurodegenerative
diseases
by
banning animal testing.
But she maintains there is a
fallacy in thinking that an animalfree science would put at risk the
development of pioneering cures, as
animal testing itself has proved to be
quite ineffective.
“You spend time and money on
developing medicines that seem to be
working on animals, but then it turns
up they do not work in human beings
as supposed,” she stressed.

THINGS ARE MOVING
FAST
Pietikäinen
is
also
vicechairwoman of the European
Parliament’s Animals in science
working group, which advocates the
transition to non-animal science.
“Our goals are pretty wide and
include mapping alternatives to
animal testing and better solutions
from both the point of view of costs
and human health safety,” she said.
As things develop rapidly in this
area, the group is also monitoring
progress in the validation process
of these alternative methods.
Specifically, they are also focused on
what the barriers are to the uptake of
better and reliable animal-free tests.
In this regard, she acknowledged
the merits of the European Partnership

for Alternative Approaches to Animal
Testing (EPAA) for playing a crucial
part in raising her awareness about
the ineffectiveness of animal testing
and the safety of the alternative
methods.
The EPAA platform, which turns
15 this year, brings together the EU
executive with the private sector
to promote the development of
alternative approaches to animal
testing.
“If you compare the current
situation to the one we had 15 years
ago, an enormous amount of work
has been done in increasing in
pushing the animal-free science
agenda forward,” she said.
Pietikäinen also welcomed the
new EPAA action plan for the next five
years, as it takes into consideration
the potential scientific breakthroughs
that might come in that period.
“I expect some food for thought
for the political debate from that
plan,” she said.

“HISTORY IS ON OUR
SIDE”
Asked about the need to review the
mandate of the European Chemicals
Agency (ECHA), she said that this is
not the first problem to deal with.
“How to interpret the regulation
for evaluating and authorising
chemicals (REACH) has to be
addressed instead,” she added.
Although the REACH regulation
introduced a ban on animal testing,

the EU legislator has not excluded
testing on animals as a last resort.
According to Pietikäinen, there
may well be cases where REACH
requirements could be interpreted in
such a way that animal testing would
be required for workers’ safety or
other reasons.
“As regulators, we need to ‘clear’
this unclarity,” she said.
In the recently unveiled Chemicals
Strategy, the EU executive has also
stressed the need for innovating the
chemical risk assessment in a bid
to reduce dependency on animal
testing.
For Pietikäinen, the Commission’s
proposal might night to pass through
some amendments aiming to speed
up the pace of moving away from
animal testing.
By 2018, over 2.2 million animals
had been used in new tests for REACH
registrations. The Commission has
recently warned that tests on animals
are still used in areas such as skin
irritation and serious eye damage,
where alternative methods have
reached regulatory acceptance.
Pietikäinen also called for the
EU to push forward the animal-free
science agenda globally, suggesting
the promotion of a UN convention
that recognises alternatives to animal
testing as a global standard.
“This is the direction where we
need to be moving and science,
history and ethics are on our side,”
she concluded.
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Better Protection of People and
our Planet While Building a World
Without Animal Testing – Together
B y P a t r i c k M a s s c h e l e y n | E PA A

Patrick Masscheleyn. [EPAA]

O

ver the past 15 years, the
European Partnership for
Alternative Approaches to
Animal Testing has helped facilitate
coordination and cooperation via the
3R principles to successfully Replace
animal testing with innovative
methods, Reduce the number of
animals in established methods,
and to Refine procedures where no

alternative exists to ensure safety.
While much progress has been
achieved in lessening the need for
animal testing, we have more work
ahead.
Patrick Masscheleyn is Senior Vice
President of Research & Development
and Global Product Stewardship for the
Procter & Gamble Company.

During the past 5 years, regulatory
mandated testing accounted for
millions of animals in the Member
States of the EU alone. These numbers
are simply too large to be ignored and
warrant integration of 3Rs approaches.
Regulatory mandated animal testing
is likely to further increase as the
EU chemicals management policy
develops under the EU Green Deal
Continued on Page 9
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toxic-free environmental strategy.
How can we address both challenges,
a better protection of people and our
planet and less animal testing, at once?

OUR OPPORTUNITY –
IMPROVING PREDICTIONS
OF HEALTH RISKS WHILE
REDUCING RELIANCE ON
ANIMAL TESTING
The range of animal alternative
tests has evolved over time. They
generally involve the evaluation of
local and systemic effects and the
dose response associated with those
effects. This has formed the basis for
safety assessments that are predictive
of risks and protective of people
and our planet. Yet replacement of
animal models to those with greater
precision and predictive power is
a complex problem for endpoints
like systemic toxicity, reproductive
toxicity, and carcinogenicity where
harmful effects can occur beyond
a chemical’s entry point can be the
result of complex interactions among
biological processes and may take
time to manifest.
The connections between toxicants
and their initial molecular targets is
increasingly well understood, but the
cellular responses that must occur
before these initial interactions lead to
adverse outcomes are not. Alternative
methods for these systemic endpoints
have advanced by understanding
the initiating factors of toxicity. The
current best approaches for predicting
toxicity from initiating events involve
read across, based on either the
chemical structure or the biological
response.

These approaches are enabled by
large databases of animal toxicity data
and the understanding of biological
responses at a molecular level – from
gene expression studies and High
Throughput Screening. While these
methods and approaches exist and can
be successfully applied in some cases,
there are many others for which further
research is needed. A continued
effort is needed to catalogue the
complex adverse outcome pathways
associated with systemic effects and
link them to existing animal data via
computational modeling, because the
non-linear aspects of downstream
events render it difficult to determine
safety from initiating events alone.

better prediction of human and
environmental risks, then it is time
for the EPAA and other partners to
advocate for a fourth “R” principle – a
systems biology “Revolution”.

NOW IS THE TIME TO ACT

With
a
coordinated
and
collaborative approach and strong
European leadership there is a unique
opportunity to unleash historic
change. Creating and promoting nonanimal methods through systems
biology is not just the best way to
end animal testing; it’s also a gamechanging innovation that advances
safety science as a whole that will
contribute to a toxic-free environment
that allows for sustainable innovation
for EU competitiveness.

It will take additional research
and innovation to develop a robust
understanding of the human biological
‘system’, i.e. all the events in all adverse
outcome pathways. Computational
models (virtual tissues) that predict
emergent properties can increase,
together with state-of-the-art in vitro
methods to confirm the results in an
iterative fashion.
These advances in systems biology
are already demonstrating the ability
to make safety assessment of chemicals
more predictive of human health, at
lower costs, and in quicker time than
classical endpoint-focused animal
testing. As the knowledge in systems
biology and toxicology increases, then
provision of computational modelling
and the like could be advanced.
If we want to support a toxic
free
environment
based
on

THE CASE FOR
INVESTMENT.
The potential positive impacts to
human and planetary health make
new approaches to hazard and risk
evaluation ripe for investment.
Importantly there is a critical need
to unlock finance to validate the
hypothesis that systems biology and
toxicology can bring about a safer
world, and one without animal testing.
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